SAASMC

Minutes General Meeting 04/23/2022
Roll Call: President Clark Roach, 2nd Vice President Thomas Smith, 3rd Vice President Ken
Ouzts, 4th Vice President Hunter Welborn, Sid Guetrez, Charles Reece Treas., Steve Dixon Sec.,
Phil Thompson Oped with Prayer & Pledge
Roll Call Temples: Acca, El Hasa, Hejaz, Jamil, Jericho, Oasis, Omar
Minutes From Myrtle Beach Fall Festival Read by Steve and Approved As Read
Treasurer Report Read By Charles Reece, Approved as Read. Current Balance $4930.15
Midwinter $1950.00 so this midwinter paid for itself.
I talked about our officers called meeting in Asheville 2/12/22, I read the Minutes from that
Meeting.
Sid set up a excell program to simplify scoring. We gave him a big round of appause for his
efforts, this should eleminate scoring math issues
Clark spoke about changing verbage from Trophys to awards in By-Laws
We Talked about Moving from Double Tree Hotel, in the Future
Clark Spoke about the Hotel and costs of Banquet being $55 for Chicken $92 for steak.
if we dont have banquet we owe hotel $2475.00 the total if we do’t stay there we owe $15850.00
Hotel to Be $149 + resort fee. Steve & Clark Talked about hotel and how SASA and SAASMC are
both on the hook for rooms that they don’t sell + the Banquet A conversation Ensued for quiet
a while about the hotel the hotel and our options Clark has negotiated as good a deal as he can
with the hotel. We Let the Hotel keep $1,000.00 Deposit for 2023 to get out of that contract.
Clark & I spoke about Extending the the starting box on 3-4 wheel course and letting riders
start where ever they want withen the box. there was a Lenghy discussion about how this will
work.
Thomas Spoke about going to bass pro parking lot for Competition, Also about advertising
by Bass Pro for us During the event. Thomas Spoke About Staying longer time at Bass Pro For
Competition. Marvin Asked about What time they suggested we start.

Kenn Spoke about Rabbitt Run and about having the opportunity to take a second run on the
obstacle course, the International Motor Corps does this. If a rider takes a second run 1st run
is thrown out. Charles Said if you mess up second run, you are stuck with that time.You Would
Forfeit the First Run no matter the outcome of second run.
Marvin Asked about how the time would be handeled on rabbit run, Kenn explained how it
would work.
There was a discussion about changing by-laws and was voted on and passed.
Marvin Spoke About Different awards What They are for and that the Curly Byler didn’t have to
be given
There was a Discussion about a Top Gun Award for Overall best time. just award No Money
We Discussed Moving to N. Myrtle In 2023, Possibly Courtyard by Marriot Close to Bass Pro
A converation insued about the possibility of leaving trailers at bass pro
Mark talked about utilizing Myrtle beach Shrine Club for Banquet at a reasonable rate.
Clark Stated if you Get chicken is $55.00 per plate, Steak will Be $92.00 Per Plate
Clark I spoke about the possibilty of have a less formal awards banquet hourdevours etc.
Thomas Said Everything is going to be different for midwinter 2023, He stated that some
Temples didn’t participate because of our mid winter.
Thomas Stated that Midwinter Next year would be Family Event, NOT A Stag Event.
Clark Talked about the officers being present and being committed to the organization and that
it should be taken seriously.
Clark Asked if we had anyone on the sick list. several members were mentioned.
50/50 won by Thomas Smith
Phil Thompson Closed with Prayer

